Room temperature up-conversion electroluminescence from a mid-infrared In(AsN) tunnelling diode
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Light emitting diodes (LEDs) for the mid-infrared (MIR) spectral range require material systems with tailored optical absorption and emission at wavelengths $\lambda > 2 \text{ m}$m. Here, we report on MIR LEDs based on In(AsN)/(InAl)As resonant tunnelling diodes (RTDs). The N-atoms lead to the formation of localized deep levels in the In(AsN) quantum well (QW) layer of the RTD. This has two main effects on the electroluminescence (EL) emission. By electrical injection of carriers into the N-related levels, EL emission is achieved at wavelengths significantly larger than for the QW emission ($\lambda \sim 3 \mu \text{m}$), extending the output of the diode to $\lambda \sim 5 \mu \text{m}$. Furthermore, for applied voltages well below the flat band condition of the diode, EL emission is observed at energies much larger than those supplied by the applied voltage and/or thermal energy, with an energy gain $\Delta E > 0.2 \text{ eV}$ at room temperature. We attribute this up-conversion luminescence (UCL) to an Auger-like recombination process.
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The sensing of trace gases in the atmosphere represents a crucial technological challenge that requires the development of reliable light sources at target wavelengths. Many pollutants and gas species have their vibrational–rotational absorption bands in the mid-infrared (MIR) spectral range of the electromagnetic spectrum (wavelength $\lambda = 2-20 \, \mu m$). Thus, it is of paramount importance to develop materials and devices that can operate at these wavelengths. The MIR spectral range can be successfully covered by using different types of semiconductor lasers, such as quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) or interband cascade lasers (ICLs), providing robust and reliable systems for gas sensing. Despite being successfully developed, QCLs and ICLs are complex structures with prohibitive costs for widespread implementation. Consequently, there is merit in finding more cost-effective alternatives. MIR light emitting diodes (LEDs) represent attractive candidates, given their lower complexity, robustness and lower power consumption, well suited for low-budget portable instrumentation. However, apart from recent reports of interband cascade light emitting diodes (ICLEDs), the room temperature output power of MIR LEDs tends to decrease for $\lambda > 2 \, \mu m$. This low performance of MIR sources arises from a generally low radiative efficiency due to thermal excitation of carriers and non-radiative Auger recombination.

Amongst materials that operate in the MIR, III-V semiconductor compounds and their alloys have attracted great interest. In particular, the direct narrow energy band gap of InAs ($E_g = 0.415 \, eV$ or $\lambda \sim 3 \, \mu m$ at a temperature $T = 4.2 \, K$) can be engineered by the controlled incorporation of nitrogen (N) atoms in the group-V sublattice. For example, by increasing the N-content by up to [N] = 3%, the band gap can be reduced by $\sim 25\%$. The N-incorporation also creates zero-dimensional states in the forbidden band gap that are localized on nanometre length-scales. In this work, we report on the room temperature operation of a resonant tunneling diode...
(RTD) based on the dilute nitride alloy In(AsN) as a MIR emitter. We show that the formation of deep N-related states in the bandgap of In(AsN) enables the recombination of carriers at energies significantly lower than the band gap energy, extending the diode emission to $\lambda \sim 5 \, \mu m$ at $T < 100$ K. The presence of strongly localized deep states also contribute to up-conversion luminescence (UCL), i.e. EL emission at energies much larger than those supplied by the applied voltage and/or thermal energy, with an energy gain $\Delta E > 0.2 \, eV$ at room temperature.

For these studies, we designed and grew by molecular-beam epitaxy (MBE) a series of In(AsN) RTDs with the same layer structure as that described in Reference [20] and shown in Figure 1a. The active region of the RTD consists of a 10 nm-wide In(AsN) quantum well (QW), with N-content $[N] = 1\%$, embedded between two 10 nm (InAl)As tunnel barriers. The samples were processed into circular optical mesa structures with ohmic contacts alloyed to the top ($p$-) and bottom ($n$-) doped InAs layers. Figure 1b shows the low temperature ($T = 6 \, K$) current-voltage, $I(V)$, characteristics of the diode. In the following, we define positive bias with the top $p$-type layer biased positive. For small positive applied biases, $0.1 \, V < V < 0.3 \, V$, the $I(V)$ curve exhibits an extended region of negative differential resistance, NDR. This feature, commonly observed in Esaki diodes in forward bias, is due to band-to-band Zener tunnelling and involves the resonant transmission of electrons from the $n$- to the $p$-side of the diode through zero-dimensional N-related states in the QW layer. For $V > 0.3 \, V$, the $I(V)$ exhibits a conventional diode-like behavior. In this bias regime, the diode also emits EL (inset of Figure 1b).

Figure 2 shows the EL spectra of an In(AsN)/(InAl)As RTD acquired at different applied voltages, $V$, and at temperatures, $T = 6 \, K$ (Figure 2a), $T = 30 \, K$ (Figure 2b), 100 K (Figure 2c), and 300 K (Figure 2d). The inset in each Figure shows the corresponding $I(V)$ curve and the bias condition (coloured dots) at which the EL spectra were acquired. At low temperatures (Figure 2a-
b) and $V > 0.40 \text{ V}$, the EL spectra reveal two close bands at energies of $h\nu \sim 0.395 \text{ eV}$ (peak I) and $h\nu \sim 0.375 \text{ eV}$ (peak II), lower than that of the electron-hole recombination from the QW ground states ($h\nu \sim 0.43 \text{ eV}$). These EL emissions are weakly dependent on the voltage for $V > 0.40 \text{ V}$. In contrast, for $V < 0.40 \text{ V}$, the main EL emission has a strong dependence on the applied bias and, with decreasing $V$, it shifts to lower energies towards a broad band centered at $h\nu \sim 0.32 \text{ eV}$ (band III). At intermediate temperatures (Figure 2c), the EL spectrum shows the narrow high energy band I at $h\nu \sim 0.390 \text{ eV}$ and the broader low energy band III between $h\nu \sim 0.27 \text{ eV}$ and $0.35 \text{ eV}$. The EL peak positions of both bands I and III are weakly dependent on the applied bias. Finally, for $T > 100 \text{ K}$ (Figure 2d) the intensity of band III weakens with increasing $T$. Band I is dominant at high $T$ and its position does not depend on the applied voltage. Also, its energy decreases with increasing $T$, following the temperature dependence of the band gap energy (Supplementary Material S1).

To probe further the origin the EL emission at different applied voltages and/or temperatures, we plot in Figure 3 the colour maps of the normalized EL intensity versus voltage, $V$, and photon energy, $h\nu$, at $T = 6 \text{ K}$ (Figure 3a), $100 \text{ K}$ (Figure 3b) and $300 \text{ K}$ (Figure 3c). In each Figure, we also show the corresponding $I(V)$ curve. At $T = 6 \text{ K}$ (Figure 3a) the $I(V)$ shows an exponential diode-like increase of the current for biases above the flat band condition ($V > 0.4 \text{ V}$) due to thermal diffusion of electrons (holes) from the $n$- ($p$-) to the $p$- ($n$-) side of the diode. Correspondingly, the EL emission is due to recombination of electrons from the QW ground states (peak I) or shallow donor states/clusters$^{22}$ (peak II) with holes in the QW ground state (Supplementary Material S2). For biases below the flat band condition ($V < 0.4 \text{ V}$) the current arises mainly from Zener tunnelling of electrons mediated by N-related defect states in the band gap of In(AsN), giving rise to a strong NDR region.$^{20}$ Thus, the current is strongly suppressed and the EL emission occurs at lower
energies, corresponding to the broad band III due to recombination of electrons from the N-related states\textsuperscript{20} and holes from deep acceptor states\textsuperscript{22, 23}. From the colour map in Figure 3a, it can be seen that band III occurs at energies $h\nu$ between $h\nu = eV - \hbar\omega_{LO}$ and $h\nu = eV - 2\hbar\omega_{LO}$, where $\hbar\omega_{LO} = 29$ meV is the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon energy of InAs\textsuperscript{24, 25}. The contribution of defect-assisted Zener tunnelling to the current becomes less dominant with increasing temperature. At $T = 100$ K (Figure 3b) and $V < 0.40$ V, the broad band III can still be observed. However, the higher energy band I becomes dominant. Finally, at $T = 300$ K (Figure 3c), a much higher current flows through the diode, leading to an EL emission (band I) whose energy position is weakly dependent on the applied voltage. Notably, we observe photon emission at energies higher than the excitation energy (i.e. in the range $h\nu > eV$). This phenomenon, also referred to as up-conversion luminescence (UCL), has been reported in different systems\textsuperscript{26-28} Amongst semiconductors, it was observed in GaAs QWs\textsuperscript{29}, InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dots (QDs)\textsuperscript{30-33} and, more recently, in two dimensional (2D) van der Waals materials\textsuperscript{34, 35} and heterostructures,\textsuperscript{36} with an energy gain of up to 150 meV at room temperature.\textsuperscript{37} In our RTDs, we observe UCL with a large energy gain $\Delta E > 200$ meV at $T = 300$ K.

We investigate the up-conversion luminescence in our system by studying the dependence of the integrated EL intensity, $EL_i$, on the injection current, $I$, for temperatures in the range $T = 6$-300 K (Figure 4a). At low temperatures ($T = 6$-50 K), the data show a marked change in the dependence of $EL_i$ on $I$ at a characteristic current, $I_0$, which corresponds to the flat band bias condition, $V_0$. For $V < V_0$, the dependence of $EL_i$ on $I$ is described by a power law, $EL_i \sim I^\alpha$, with $\alpha \sim 4$ for $V < V_0$ and $\alpha \sim 0.5$ for $V > V_0$. This change in the power law, $I^\alpha$, around the flat band regime indicates a qualitative change in the injection of charge carriers into the In(AsN) QW. In particular, for $V < V_0$ carriers are injected into electronic states that lie below the conduction band
edge of the ln(AsN) layer. A superlinear behavior ($\alpha > 1$) can arise from the recombination of carriers via biexcitons, electron-hole plasmas and/or Auger processes, as sketched in Figure 4a. A sublinear behavior ($\alpha < 1$) is instead suggestive of recombination of carriers from localized states that tend to saturate at high injection currents.\textsuperscript{38-40} At intermediate temperatures ($T = 77-100$ K) the superlinear dependence of EL on $I$ becomes weaker and the coefficient $\alpha$ takes values in the range $0.5 < \alpha < 1$. Since bands I and III can be better resolved at these temperatures, we plot in Figure 4b their integrated EL intensity versus $I$ (black dots and red triangles, respectively): it can be seen that the change in slope is observed only for band III (red dots). Finally, for $T > 100$ K, we find that $\alpha = 1$, corresponding to recombination of free excitons (band I) and consistent with the $T$-dependence of the peak energy for band I (Supplementary Material S1).

The range of values for $\alpha$ suggests that different carrier recombination mechanisms are responsible for the EL emission at low ($T < 50$ K) and high ($T > 100$ K) temperatures.\textsuperscript{38-40} We consider the band alignment of the RTD in Figure 5 to describe these mechanisms. Details of the modelling are in the Supplementary Material S2. In Figure 5a we plot the calculated band diagram for an applied bias below the flat band condition of the diode ($V < V_0$). Under this condition, the emitter states are not resonant with the QW bound states. However, electrons can tunnel from the emitter into the N-related localized states in the band gap ($N_d$). Following the emission of one or two LO phonons, they can then recombine with holes in acceptor (A) states, resulting in band III at energies significantly lower than the electron-hole recombination energy in the QW (see band III in Figures 3a-b). The EL spectra of the RTD and their bias dependence differ from those for the N-free sample: the N introduces a red-shift of the free exciton EL emission by $\sim 25$ meV; furthermore, it introduces localized states within the forbidden gap leading to a broader EL emission at longer wavelengths (Supplementary Material S3 and S4). Furthermore, as sketched is
Figure 5a, electrons can be promoted from the $N_d$ to the QW states through Auger recombination of non-equilibrium carriers. Auger recombination processes occur when the energy arising upon the relaxation of an electron (hole) from an excited level is transferred to another electron (hole), the latter being promoted to a higher excited state. These processes have been shown to be relevant for the carrier dynamics and recombination in several III-V confined semiconductor systems and become prominent in the high-injection regime, when high carrier densities are achieved in localized states. In our case, Auger-processes may be facilitated by strong Coulomb interactions between carriers confined in zero-dimensional N-related states. With increasing temperature, electrons can gain sufficient thermal energy to be excited from the N-levels into the QW. Thus, an increasing contribution of UCL at energies $h\nu > eV$ can be observed at low applied biases (see band I in Figures 3b-c). Finally, for applied voltage above the flat band condition (Figure 5b), electrons in the emitter states can tunnel resonantly into the QW bound electron state ($E$) or shallow donor levels ($D$), from which they recombine with holes injected from the collector into the QW ground state ($H$) or deep acceptor states ($A$). The injection can be assisted by the emission or absorption of a LO phonon. In this bias regime, the EL emission is dominated by band II (donor-acceptor recombination at low $T$) and by band I (free electron-acceptor recombination). The latter becomes dominant at high $T$ due to the ionization of the donors.

In summary, we have reported on EL studies of In(AsN)/(InAl)As RTDs with emission in the MIR wavelength range $\lambda = 3-5 \, \mu m$. We have demonstrated a bias-tuneable EL emission at energies considerably lower that the band gap energy of In(AsN) at low temperature ($T = 6-50 \, K$). We attributed this behavior to the presence of N-related localized states below the conduction band minimum of In(AsN). The transmission of electrons into these states enables the recombination of carriers at energies below the band gap energy, extending the EL emission towards longer
wavelengths, up to \( \lambda \sim 5 \, \mu m \). The observation of N-related localized defect states in the band gap of In(AsN) raises new questions of fundamental and technological interest. Such defect states may have a strong influence on the opto-electronic properties of devices and the identification of their origin and nature requires further studies. In particular, a comprehensive theoretical model should include complex N-configurations and interstitial-N.\textsuperscript{45-47} Further research may include the study of the EL output from RTDs with different N-content and/or QW design to extend the EL emission range to longer wavelengths (\( \lambda > 5 \, \mu m \)). Auger-assisted up-converted MIR luminescence with high energy gain at room temperature shows potential for applications in MIR photonics and low-budget MIR LEDs. The efficiency of these prototype devices (\( \sim 0.01\% \)) could be significantly improved by using an antireflection coating, better heat sinking and a grid contact geometry for current spreading.
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See supplementary material for the $T$-dependence of the EL emission spectra (S1), the modelling of the band structure of the RTDs (S2) and the EL studies of N-free InAs RTDs (S3).
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FIG. 1. (a) Layer structure of the In(AsN)/(InAl)As p-i-n RTD. (b) Current-voltage, $I(V)$, curve at $T = 6$ K for an In(AsN) RTD with mesa diameter $d = 800$ µm. Inset: Electroluminescence (EL) spectrum at an applied voltage $V = 0.44$ V, corresponding to the point of the $I(V)$ indicated by the orange dot; optical image of the mesa diode.
FIG. 2. EL spectra of an In(AsN)/(InAl)As RTD at different applied biases and at temperatures $T = 6$ K (a), 30 K (b), 100 K (c) and 300 K (d), showing bands I, II and III. Inset: $I(V)$ curves of the RTD. The coloured dots on the $I(V)$ indicate the voltages at which the corresponding EL spectra were acquired.
FIG. 3. Colour maps of the normalized electroluminescence (EL) intensity versus voltage, $V$, and energy ($h\nu$) (left panels) and corresponding current-voltage, $I(V)$, curves (right panels) at $T = 6$ K (a), 100 K (b) and 300 K (c). Up-conversion EL is observed at energies $h\nu > eV$. 
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FIG. 4. Integrated intensity of the EL spectra as a function of the injection current, $I$, in a log-log scale, at $T = 6-300$ K. The scatters indicate the experimental data, the dashed lines represent the fits to the data by a power law with coefficient $\alpha$. The sketches show examples of recombination in the superlinear ($\alpha > 1$), sublinear ($\alpha < 1$) and linear ($\alpha = 1$) regime. (b) Integrated EL intensity of the EL spectrum (blue squares), band I (black dots) and band III (red triangles) as a function of the injection current, $I$, in linear scale, at $T = 100$ K.
FIG. 5. Energy band diagrams, normalized to the energy band gap, $E_g$, below (a) and above (b) flat band conditions, $V_0$. The EL emission arises from recombination of carriers on QW states (I) shallow donors (II), and N-related defects, $N_d$ (III).
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